Recommended maintenance and storage conditions for film rolls

The room in which film rolls are stored should provide:
1. Temperature range of 20 - 30°C (68 - 86°F)
2. Humidity less than 60% RH
3. Protection from UV light (including sunlight and fluorescent lighting)

Rolls should be stored as follows:

1) On flat surfaces.
   Always place on their ends, as shown.

2) On shelves. (Stacking rolls can create an uneven surface.)

Important:
1. Store film rolls in the packing area for at least 24 hours before processing starts to allow film to acclimate to environmental conditions.
2. Do not remove the protective overwrap until the roll of film is required for use. Wrap the film roll in protective overwrap again if processing is interrupted for extended periods.
3. Keep all information supplied with the roll until all of the film has been used.

Please avoid the following conditions:

- Avoid direct sunlight
- Avoid damp or dusty conditions
- Do not place on concrete or stone floors
- Avoid uneven surfaces
- Do not store or stack rolls on their sides